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Abstract

In this thesis project techniques for training a rapid image classifier that can
recognize an object of a predefined type has been studied. Classifiers have
been trained with the AdaBoost algorithm, with and without the use of
Viola-Jones cascades. The use of Weight trimming in the classifier training
has been evaluated and resulted in a significant speed up of the training,
as well as improving the performance of the trained classifier. Different
preprocessings of the images have also been tested, but resulted for the
most part in worse performance for the classifiers when used individually.
Several rectangle shaped Haar-like features including novel versions have
been evaluated and the magnitude versions proved to be best at separating
the image classes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

An image classifier deals with the task of determining if an image belongs to
a certain group of images, for example the group of images that are depicting
a car. Image classifiers like this can be used for object detection in a larger
image containing multiple objects. In that context the image classifier is
used on different sub-windows that might contain the target object. For
detection and identification of different object types in an image, multiple
classifiers can be used on the same image.

The areas in which object detection and classification can be used are
many. The technique can be used for pedestrian detection in warning sys-
tems in cars as well as in other systems such as intelligent vehicles and
robots. Image search is another field where classification can be useful. It
can also be applied into video surveillance systems to notify an operator of
which cameras that contain objects of interest, such as people, cars or other
objects. Another area where it can be used is in production lines, for detec-
tion and count of different objects passing a conveyor belt. In that area it
can also be used for detecting objects with visually detectable production
errors.

In the early 00’s Viola and Jones constructed a real time face detector[1]
that was built as a cascade of classifiers which were trained using the machine
learning algorithm AdaBoost. The classifiers were constructed of Haar-
like features, which are rectangle shaped image features that measures the
difference in luminance between sub-areas of an image. The great strength
of their approach was that the resulting classifier was very fast.

At the end of the same decade, Enzweiler and Gavrila studied the ex-
isting state of the art methods for constructing such a classifier[5]. They
concluded that the most accurate classifications were achieved using His-
togram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) together with the machine learning
model linear Support Vector Machines (linSVM). That technique does not
result in a classifier that is as fast as the one proposed by Viola and Jones.
Enzweiler and Garvila also concluded that a cascade classifier based on the
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Haar-like features, trained with AdaBoost, was the best approach for fast
detection.

The goal of this project has been to find a successful technique for train-
ing a fast and accurate classifier. In the training data used, pedestrians have
been the target object to detect. Classifier training has been performed with
AdaBoost, using different Haar-like features. Some own novel versions have
been proposed and evaluated in this project. The effect of doing differ-
ent preprocessings of the images before the features are applied have been
tested. A technique for speeding up the training, weight trimming, as well
as a technique for faster classifications, classifier cascade, have been studied.
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Chapter 2

Algorithms and Methods

2.1 System overview

Multiple classifiers have been trained and evaluated in this project, using
different training set-ups. Figure 2.1 shows an overview of the interaction
between the different components used in the classifier training. The com-
ponents are described in more detail in the following sections of this chapter
as well as in Chapter 3.1.

The training of an image classifier requires a data set consisting of both
samples with the target object as well as samples representing the comple-
ment in the domain of the target application. Samples that belong to the
target class, that the classifier is trained to identify, are called case sam-
ples. The samples that do not belong to the target class are called non-case
samples. The samples have labels that are used during the training to learn
to separate case from non-case. The samples can then be preprocessed to
enhance certain features in the images that can make the classification task
easier. Before the training starts, a fraction of the data set is excluded from
the training data. This data is later used to measure the performance of
the classifier. The classifier is trained using a machine learning technique.
These technique used in this project, AdaBoost, is described in the following
section. During the training, image features are generated and applied to
the samples. The features are randomly selected from a feature pool that
can contain a large amount of features. When the training is done, the clas-
sifier is tested on the samples that were excluded from the training, to see
how well it performs on previously unseen data.

3



CHAPTER 2. ALGORITHMS AND METHODS

Figure 2.1: Overview of the interaction between the different components in
the classifier training.
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2.2. DISCRETE ADABOOST

2.2 Discrete AdaBoost

AdaBoost is a machine learning algorithm proposed by Yoav Freund and
Robert Shapire in 1995[3] and later described and used by Viola and Jones[1].
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code for discrete AdaBoost.

AdaBoost is used to create a strong classifier by combining multiple
weak classifiers. A weak classifier has to be able to determine if a sample
belongs to the target class, also called case, with a precision better than
random. That means that a weak classifier is only required to classify sam-
ples correctly more than 50% of the time. Although this might seem like
a low requirement, the boosting technique is very powerful and as long as
the individual weak classifiers fulfil this requirement and have different con-
tributions, the AdaBoost algorithm can construct a stronger classifier by
combining them. The classifiers answer the question of whether a sample
belongs to the case class or not by returning 1 and 0, respectively.

The classification of a sample x by the strong classifier C is based on the
votes of the weak classifiers and is formally denoted as

C(x) =

{
1
∑T
t=1 αtht(x) ≥ 1

2

∑T
t=1 αt

0 otherwise
(2.1)

where ht is a weak classifier and αt its voting strength in the strong classifier.
The strong classifier C is built by adding weak classifiers iteratively, training
each of them on a training data set consisting of many labelled samples. The
weak classifier is defined as

h(x) =

{
1 p · f(x) ≤ p · θ
0 otherwise

(2.2)

where f(x) is the feature value of the sample being classified, θ a threshold
value and p polarity which indicates the direction of the inequality. Both
θ and p are selected to minimize the weighted error of the samples used in
training. AdaBoost can be used with other definitions of the weak classifiers
as well, as long as the weak classifiers return 1 for case and 0 for non-case.

The samples that the classifiers work on are assigned weights according to
their priority and the weights are updated every iteration before a new weak
classifier is trained. The weights are updated to move the focus towards the
samples that have been misclassified by previous classifiers. Initially, the
focus is equally shared between the case class and the non-case class. This
is done by giving each sample the weight

wi =
1

2l
(2.3)

where i is the sample index and l is the number of samples in the same class
as i. This gives each class, case samples and the non-case samples, a weight
sum of 0.5.
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At each iteration, a number of weak classifiers are evaluated and the one
with the lowest weighted classification error is selected. The weighted error
is the sum of the weights of the misclassified training samples. A value α is
then given to the weak classifier and acts as the voting strength in the strong
classifier. The value αm for the weak classifier with index m is calculated as

αm =
1

2
ln(

1− em
em

) (2.4)

where em is the sum of weights for the misclassified samples for the current
weak classifier. The value of em will be in the interval 0 to 0.5 due to the
fact that if a weak classifier is wrong for more than 50% of the weight sum,
its response is inverted. The effect of this α-value is that classifiers with
small errors get more voting power in the strong classifier. A classifier with
an error of 0.5 will get an α-value of zero and no voting power at all while a
classifier that is always right will get an infinite α-value and voting power.
The α-value is also used to update the weights of the training data after each
iteration to give more weight to earlier misclassified samples. The correctly
classified samples’ weights are reduced by an update to

wt+1,i = wt,i
em

1− em
(2.5)

where i is the sample index and t is the current iteration as well as the index
for the weak classifier. The weights are then normalized to a probability
distribution, which is done by dividing each weight by the total weight sum.
After updating the weights, the focus on the misclassified samples is higher
which will affect the selection of weak classifier in the next iteration.

The weak classifiers are added iteratively until the desired number of
classifiers is reached. Alternatively, the process could be stopped when the
error or the number of misclassified training instances goes below a prede-
fined threshold.

6



2.3. CLASSIFIER CASCADE

Algorithm 1 Discrete AdaBoost

Input: (x1, y1), ..., (xn, yn) where class label yi = 1, 0 if sample image xi
is a case sample and non-case sample, respectively.
Let T be the number of weak classifiers to train.
Let poolsize be the number of features to evaluate before each selection.
• Initialize weights wi ← 1

2l where l is the number of samples in the same
class as the sample with index i.
for t = 1, ..., T do

1. Normalize weights wi ← wi
n∑
k=1

wk

2. Evaluate poolsize random features f whose threshold θ
and polarity p is selected to minimize the weighted error
ε =

∑
i wi|h(xi, f, p, θ)− yi| where h is a weak classifier with the

output 1 or 0, based on the feature f .

3. Select the weak classifier with the lowest weighted error εt as the
next component ht(x) in the strong classifier.

4. Calculate the new component’s voting strength αt = log 1−ε
ε

5. Reduce the weights of the correctly classified samples to
wi = wi · εt

1−εt
end for
Output: The final strong classifier:

C(x) =

{
1
∑T
t=1 αtht(x) ≥ 1

2

∑T
t=1 αt

0 otherwise

2.3 Classifier cascade

Classifier cascade is a technique, proposed by Viola and Jones[1], that is
used to speed up the classification process by reducing the average number
of feature evaluations needed to classify an image. When an image classifier
is swept over a large image to find sub-windows containing the searched
object, the vast majority of the sub-windows classified are non-case samples.
Therefore a lot of time can be saved if non-case samples can be rejected
quickly, without evaluating all the image features in the classifier. This
is achieved by using a cascade of classifiers that only recognizes an image
as case if it passes through the entire cascade. As soon as a classifier in
the cascade recognizes an image as non-case the image is rejected and the
evaluation process stops. Many of the images can be rejected early in the
cascade, which saves a lot of time. The cascade classification process is
illustrated in Figure 2.2.
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CHAPTER 2. ALGORITHMS AND METHODS

Figure 2.2: Cascade of classifiers that an image has to pass through to be
recognized as case.

In the training of a cascade classifier a target rate of false positives, f ,
and detection rate of case samples, d, for each layer in the cascade is defined
before the training is started. A target false positive rate F for the full
cascade classifier is defined as well. Every layer in the cascade consists of
one classifier that is built iteratively by adding weak classifiers. After each
weak classifier is added, the current classifier layer is run on a in training
validation set and the threshold for the sum of α-values is decreased until
the constraint on detection rate is met. The change of threshold will also
affect the false positive rate of the layer. To reduce the false positive rate,
more weak classifiers are added to the layer until finally both the constraint
on detection rate d and false positive rate f for the layer are met. The next
layer is then trained on the samples that were detected as case by the layers
before it. Layer after layer are added until the false positive rate of the full
cascade goes below the constraint F .

If one weak classifier, trained with AdaBoost, manages to separate the
two classes in the training data perfectly, it will get an infinite voting
strength. This has the effect that no other weak classifiers in that layer
will have an impact on the outcome of the classification. Therefore all other
weak classifiers in that layer can be discarded from the final classifier to
get a faster classifier, so that no unnecessary computations are done in the
classification of new images. Note that a perfect classification on training
data does not imply perfect classifications on data that was not used in the
training.

2.4 Weight trimming

Weight trimming[4] is a method used in boosting algorithms to speed up the
training by excluding a subset of samples from the feature evaluation. The
samples that are excluded are the ones with the smallest weight and thus
would have the smallest impact in the feature selection. Since the weight
distribution in the training set is skewed towards the more difficult samples
over time, many samples can get very small weights after a number of iter-
ations. Because of this, an exclusion of just one percent of the total weight

8



2.5. HAAR-LIKE IMAGE FEATURES

can result in an exclusion of a large share of the total number of samples.
This can give a significant speed up of the training without affecting the
result of the training much.

The samples are only excluded from the feature evaluation, so their
weights are still updated after each feature selection. This means that a
sample that is left out from evaluation in one iteration can be included in
the next iteration if its weight has increased.

2.5 Haar-like image features

The Haar-like features[1] are rectangle shaped features that are applied to
a part of an image. The feature value is calculated as the difference be-
tween the pixel sum in the white rectangles and the pixel sum in the black
rectangles. Figure 2.3 shows basic types of Haar-like features.

Figure 2.3: Example of Haar-like features. The two leftmost features trigger
on vertical and horizontal contrasts, respectively. The following two fea-
tures give strongest response on horizontal and vertical lines. The rightmost
feature responds to the difference between the diagonally positioned areas.

These feature values can be calculated very rapidly using an integral
image[1], described in the following section.

2.5.1 Integral image

The integral image is a representation of an image in which each pixel holds
the sum of all pixels that are above and to the left in the original image. In
other words, the integral image is the cumulative sum of both the rows and
the columns of the original image. The integral image pixel with position x,
y has the value

Ix,y =
∑

x′≤x,y′≤y

Lx′,y′ (2.6)

where I is the integral image and L is the luminance of the original image.
The luminance L of an image is the brightness of each pixel. In a gray scale
image this is equal to the pixel value.

9
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The integral image can be constructed from a single scan over the image,
starting at the top left pixel, sequentially passing over each pixel row by row
(Figure 2.4). Each pixel’s value is calculated as

Ix,y = Ix−1,y + Ix,y−1 − Ix−1,y−1 + Lx,y (2.7)

where I is the integral image and L is the luminance of the original image.
The integral image also have a border on top and to the left, with zero
values. The border is useful when calculating the pixel sum of ranges in the
image.

Figure 2.4: Scan sequence for integral image construction.

Integral images are not limited to the two dimensional case[12]. They can
in a similar way be constructed for images of arbitrary higher dimensions.
Integral images could for example be calculated for images generated by
X-ray computed tomography (CT scan), which is a medical technique used
to generate three dimensional X-ray images of the human body.

In high resolution images many pixel values are added. Therefore, one
should keep in mind, when implementing this calculation, the risk of overflow
if not enough bits are used for the representation of the pixel values.

2.5.2 Calculating feature values

The pixel sum of an arbitrary rectangle in an image can be calculated by
using only four values from the integral image. For a rectangle with the
corner pixels A, B, C, D, as shown in Figure 2.5, the pixel sum in the
rectangle is given by the calculation D + A - B - C.

For a feature with two adjacent rectangles, the feature value can be
calculated using only six pixel values from the integral image, since the
two rectangles share two corner points. Once the integral image is created,
calculating feature values is conducted very rapidly since it requires few
memory accesses and simple calculations. The integral image takes some
time to construct, but it can be re-used for all Haar-like features applied to
the original image.

10
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Figure 2.5: The pixel sum of the shaded rectangle in the original image can
be calculated using the corner pixel values in the integral image.

For the slightly more complex Haar-like features where the ratio between
the positive and the negative areas are not one, the pixel sums have to be
weighted. Without this, the feature will give a response even if there are no
contrasts in an image.

2.6 Image preprocessing

Different image preprocessings were used on the training data samples to see
how they would affect the training of the classifier. Interested readers are
encouraged to follow the references for more in-depth descriptions and more
example images for the different preprocessings. For all the preprocessings
where derivatives where used, a black border was added in the output im-
ages. This since the derivatives can not be calculated on the edge of the
image.

2.6.1 Gaussian smoothing

Gaussian smoothing is a low-pass filtering of the image data that results in
a visually less sharp image. It is booth used as its own preprocessing and
as an operation that is applied to all images before the preprocessings that
does not contain Gaussian smoothing are applied. When used as a separate
preprocessing, the smoothing only has an effect on the edge of the Haar-
like features, since the sum of pixels within the an area is not affected by
Gaussian smoothing.

The Gaussian smoothing is calculated by convolving the original image
with a Gaussian function[6]. The effect is that each pixel is updated to a
value that is a weighted average of the surrounding pixels, with the high-
est weight on the pixel itself and then monotonously decreasing with the
distance. The Gaussian function is defined as

G (x, y) =
1

2πσ2
e−

x2+y2

2σ2 (2.8)

11



CHAPTER 2. ALGORITHMS AND METHODS

where x and y are the distance from the origin of respective axis and σ is
the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution. A larger σ-value means
that the updated value of a pixel will depend less on the pixel’s original value
and more on the values of the surrounding pixels. A larger σ-value does also
mean that a larger neighbourhood of pixels will have a noticeable effect on
the value of each pixel. The increase of the σ-value results in gradually
smoother images, in which fine-scale structures are lost.

Since pixels far away have an insignificant influence on the new value of
a pixel, the calculation can be approximated by only using the pixels in a
closer surrounding. Usually a radius of 3σ is used. The Gaussian function is
separable which allows a faster calculation, using a one dimensional Gaussian
kernel. A vector of length d6σe, with the values of the Gaussian function, is
convolved first horizontally and then vertically. Figure 2.6 shows Gaussian
smoothing with different σ-values, applied to a pedestrian image from the
FOI data set, described in Chapter 4.

Figure 2.6: Examples of Gaussian smoothing. Images from left to right:
Original image (σ = 0), σ = 1, σ = 2, σ = 3. Image size: 19x37.

2.6.2 Magnitude of Laplacian of Gaussian - AbsLoG

This preprocessing is a high pass filter, calculated as the magnitude of the
Laplacian of Gaussian [7], formally defined as

AbsLoGL =
∣∣52[G(x, y, σ) ∗ f(x, y)]

∣∣ (2.9)

where52 is the Laplace operator which gives the second derivative. G(x, y, σ)
is the Gaussian function that is convolved over the image function f(x, y),
which results in a Gaussian smoothed image. With the Gaussian image M
calculated in advance, the processing can be calculated as

AbsLoGL = |Mxx +Myy| (2.10)

where Mxx and Myy are the second derivatives along each axis of the Gaus-
sian smoothed image. Before the AbsLoG operator is applied, the input
image is Gaussian smoothed to remove the strongest peaks in the deriva-
tives of the image. Figure 2.7 shows how the operator reacts to a test image
containing two L-shapes, where the top one has a sharp contrast and the
bottom one a more fuzzy border. The resulting image to the right shows

12



2.6. IMAGE PREPROCESSING

stronger response to the sharper L-shape and a weaker response to the fuzzier
L-shape. The effect of the preprocessing on training samples can be seen in
Figure 5.4.

Figure 2.7: The effect of AbsLoG. The input image on the left containing
one sharp and one smoother L-shape. The input image is Gaussian smoothed
using σ = 10 and then AbsLoG is calculated to get the output image on the
right. Image size: 350x550.

The LoG can be approximated with Difference of Gaussians DoG, to
speed up the calculations. The DoG is calculated by first applying a Gaus-
sian smoothing to the image and then subtract the smoothed image from
the original image. The absolute value of this difference is the resulting pre-
processed image. With the Gaussian image calculated as M , the processing
is calculated as

AbsDoGL = |L−M | (2.11)

where L is the original luminance image.

2.6.3 Corner detection - κ (kappa)

The κ image preprocessing detects corners in an image and is calculated as

κ̃L = L2
yLxx − 2LxLyLxy + L2

xLyy (2.12)

where Lxi is the derivative along the i:th axis of the gray scale image L.
Before the κ operator is applied, the input image is Gaussian smoothed to
remove the strongest peaks in the derivatives of the image. Figure 2.8 shows

13



CHAPTER 2. ALGORITHMS AND METHODS

how the operator reacts to a test image containing one round object and one
with shaper corners. The resulting image to the right shows its strongest
response to the sharp corners in the triangle shape. There is also some
response to the circular shape but no response to straight lines. The effect
of the preprocessing on training samples is shown in Figure 5.4. More can be
read about the κ operator in section 6, “Junction detection with automatic
scale selection”, in an article [8] by Lindeberg.

Figure 2.8: The effect of κ. The input image on the left is Gaussian
smoothed using σ = 10 and then κ is calculated to get the output image
on the right. Image size: 350x550

2.6.4 Local spherical structures - Umbilicity

The Umbilicity[9] operator responds to spherical structures in an image.
This gives high values or bright areas in the Umbilicity image where there
are spherical structures in the original image. The Umbilicity operator is
defined as

UmbilicityL =

∣∣∣∣∣ 2
(
LxxLyy − L2

xy

)
L2
xx + 2L2

xy + L2
yy

∣∣∣∣∣ . (2.13)

The magnitude is added to the original equation, given by [9], to react
equally to convex and concave spherical structures. The Umbilicity operator
gives values in the range 0 to 1 (-1 to 1 without magnitude). Before the
Umbilicity operator is applied, the input image is Gaussian smoothed to
remove the strongest peaks in the derivatives of the image. Figure 2.9 shows
how the operator reacts to a test image containing three ellipsoids, where
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the top most is a perfect sphere and the following two are more elongated.
The resulting image to the right shows how the Umbilicity operator gives
the strongest response to the sphere and a weaker response to the more
elongated ellipsoids. Small artifacts in the form of halos around all three
objects can also be seen in the output image. These effects are caused by
numerical errors. Figure 5.4 shows the effect of this image preprocessing on
some training samples.

Figure 2.9: The effect of the Umbilicity operator with the input image on
the left and the result to the right. The input was Gaussian smoothed using
σ = 10 before the Umbilicity operator was applied. The bottom ellipsoid
gives a response that is smaller than for the other two shapes, and possible
hard to see in the output image, on the right. Image size: 350x550.

2.6.5 Elongated structures - Anorm operator

The Anorm[10] preprocessing detects elongated structures in an image and
is calculated as

Aγ−normL = t2γ
(

(Lxx − Lyy)
2

+ 4L2
xy

)
(2.14)

where t = σ2, the square of the standard deviation, and γ is a constant that
controls the exponent of σ and the scale factor of the Anorm image. The
value of γ is usually set to 1.0 or 0.5, the former value has been used in this
project.

Before theAnorm operator is applied, the input image is Gaussian smoothed
to remove the strongest peaks in the derivatives of the image. Figure 2.10
shows how the operator reacts to a test image containing intersecting lines.
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The resulting image to the right shows how the Anorm operator responds
to the lines in the input image. The centre of the perpendicular intersec-
tion gives no response whereas the centre of the angled intersection gives a
stronger response. Small artefacts in the form of halos around the lines can
also be seen in the output image. Figure 5.4 shows the effect of this image
preprocessing on some training samples.

Figure 2.10: The effect of the Anorm preprocessing with the input image on
the left and the result to the right. The input was Gaussian smoothed using
σ = 10 before the Anorm operator was applied. Image size: 350x550
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Chapter 3

Proposals

3.1 New feature versions

3.1.1 Alternative shapes

Based on the integral image, any rectangular shaped Haar-like feature could
be constructed. In this project two new feature shapes have been proposed.
The first one is the L-Shape, designed with the corners of the shape of a
pedestrian in mind. It is meant to trigger on the head, shoulders, feet, etc.,
of a pedestrian. The feature is square, and the positive area covers one
fourth of the feature. When the feature is generated it is given a random
position, size and rotation. Figure 3.1 shows the L-Shape feature.

Figure 3.1: The four rotated versions of the proposed L-shaped Haar-like
feature.

The second proposed feature has the shape of an “U”. The generation
of the U-Shape feature is set to allow for more variance and there is no fixed
width-height ratio, nor a fixed ratio between the size of the positive and
negative areas. However, the feature is limited to be symmetrical. When
the feature is generated, the position and rotation is randomized as well as
the width and height of the positive and negative areas. This allows for
many variations of the U-shaped feature. Figure 3.2 shows a few versions of
the U-shaped feature.
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Figure 3.2: A few versions of the proposed U-shaped Haar-like feature.

3.1.2 Magnitude of area difference

The Haar-like features measures the difference in luminance between neigh-
bouring areas. The values given by a feature spans all the way from low
negative values to high positive values. This feature version proposal sug-
gests that the sign is removed from the original feature value, so that only
the magnitude of the difference in luminance is returned. This modification
can be made to all difference-based features. The magnitude versions of the
Haar-like features responds equally to objects that are darker, as well as
brighter, than the background. This can be useful when detecting objects
such as people, which can have very different brightness depending on the
clothes worn. The magnitude version of the difference features has the prefix
“Abs” in this report.

3.1.3 Single rectangle feature

The most basic Haar-like features consists of two adjacent rectangles, that
are used to calculate a luminance difference between the two areas covered by
the rectangles. The Single rectangle feature is calculated as the luminance of
a single rectangle. This feature has the possibility of finding an area that has
similar luminance for many samples in the target class. Figure 3.3 shows
a subsection of three case samples where the contrast based features are
less suitable than the Single rectangle feature proposed. The three samples
have a common bright area. The area is however surrounded by areas with
the same luminance, which limits the possibility of use of a contrast based
feature. The Single rectangle feature is also faster than any of the other
features mentioned in this report, since it only requires four memory accesses
to the integral image.
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Figure 3.3: The Single rectangle feature shown on the same subsection of
three different case samples. The samples are constructed to show a situation
where the Single rectangle feature is useful, while the contrast based features
is less suitable since the direction of the contrasts varies.

3.2 Pixel Value Redistribution - PVR

A calculation for redistributing the pixel values was constructed in the
project. The calculations are described in Algorithm 2. The formula is
designed to suppress dominant pixel values after the preprocessing calcula-
tions, but can be used on original images as well. The formula was experi-
mentally constructed by looking at the pixel value distribution in an image
that had gone through the κ preprocessing. Figure 3.4 shows the pixel value
distribution before and after the Pixel Value Redistribution.

Algorithm 2 Pixel Value Redistribution

1. Select the pixels with 2% highest pixel values

2. Update those pixel values p to: max
(

5
√

1 + p− 1, 0
)
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Figure 3.4: Pixel value distribution for an image that has been preprocessed
with κ. The pixel values are sorted along the x-axis. The graph to the left
shows the distribution before PVR has been applied and the one to the right
after PVR.
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Chapter 4

Data sets

Two different data sets were used for the training and evaluation of clas-
sifiers. All data sets consists of images that are labelled with their class
membership. The class labels are used in the training process of a classifier.

4.1 FOI

This data set has been constructed by the Swedish Defence Research Agency
FOI. The part of the set that has been used in this project consists of 14 558
grey scale images with the size 19x37 pixels. The images are divided into
three classes containing different objects; 2 410 pedestrians, 586 cars and
11 562 backgrounds. Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 show samples from the three
different classes.

Figure 4.1: A few subjectively selected samples from the background class.
Image size: 19x37.

Most of the samples in the background class contain scenes without any
distinct objects, however there are also some samples in the class that do
contain cars and cyclists, which is shown in Figure 4.1. While the cyclists
differ slightly from the pedestrians, the cars in the background class does
not have a distinct difference from the cars in the car class. This makes this
data set not so well suited for training of a car classifier.
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Figure 4.2: A few subjectively selected samples from the car class. Image
size: 19x37.

Figure 4.3: A few subjectively selected samples from the pedestrian class.
Image size: 19x37.

4.2 Daimler AG

Daimler AG has created a data set that they have made available online (see
Appendix A for license). The part of the set used in this project consists of
15 560 grey scale pictures of pedestrians with the size 48x96 pixels, as well
as 6 744 background images of higher, but varying pixel resolutions. Figure
4.6 shows a few pedestrian samples.

The background samples used in this project were generated by extract-
ing three 48x96 horizontal adjacent sub-windows from the centre of each
background image. Figure 4.5 show examples of the extracted background
images. Figure 4.4 shows examples of full size background images.

Figure 4.4: Examples of full size background images from the Daimler data
set. Image size: 640x480.
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Figure 4.5: A few subjectively selected samples that have been extracted from
the high resolution Daimler background images. Image size: 48x96.

Figure 4.6: A few subjectively selected samples from the pedestrian class in
the Daimler data set. Image size: 48x96.

The two classes, backgrounds and pedestrians, look clearly distinguish-
able with no humans among the background samples. However, the two
leftmost pictures in Figure 4.6 show that the pedestrians are not perfectly
centred, which increases the difficulty of the classification task.
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Chapter 5

Training and Results

A framework for training and testing of classifiers was implemented in Mat-
lab. Matlab was chosen for rapid development but has the disadvantage
of slower execution, which results in longer training times. The framework
was used to try different set-ups for training a classifier, using different al-
gorithms, features, and data sets.

5.1 Default set-up

When training, 5% of the data set was randomly left out and used for
validation of the trained classifier. All the feature types in the feature pool
was generated with the same probability. When the FOI-data set was used,
the background and the car images were used together to create the non-case
set.

5.2 Classifiers

5.2.1 Basic classifier

Training

A first classifier was trained on the FOI data set using humans as case
samples and backgrounds and cars as non-case samples. The classifier was
trained with discrete AdaBoost over 64 iterations, testing 24 000 randomly
generated features in each iteration. Simple Haar-like features were used,
consisting of two adjacent rectangles that were positioned either side by side
or above and below each other. The features were applied to the integral
image representation of the samples.
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Result

The resulting classifier consisted of 33 Horizontal contrast features (rectan-
gles side by side) and 31 vertical contrast features. Figure 5.3 shows the
three first features that were selected in the training. The yellow and cyan
rectangles mark the positive and negative area, respectively, in the lumi-
nance difference calculation done by the features.

The error of the validation sample set was 0.549% with no false negatives
and four false positives. A false negative is a sample that was classified as
non-case even though it was labelled as case in the training data set. A false
positive is a sample that was classified as case but was labelled as non-case
in the training data set. Figure 5.2 shows all validation samples that were
misclassified by the final classifier.

Figure 5.1 shows how the classifier was improved over the 64 iterations,
each in which one weak classifier was added. Table 5.1 shows the perfor-
mance of the final classifier.

Table 5.1: Classifier performance on the FOI data set

Data Misclassifications False positives Error rate
Validation data 4 4 0.549%
Training data 5 5 0.036%

Figure 5.1: Change of error rate from one to all components in the classifier.
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Figure 5.2: The four validation samples that were misclassified, all of them
being false positives. Image size: 19x37.

Figure 5.3: The three first features, that were selected for the three first weak
classifiers in the strong classifier, all shown on one case sample. Image size:
19x37.

Discussion

The performance of the final classifier can be considered very good, with all
case samples detected and only a few false positives. It might be the case
that the FOI data set is too easily classified and not fully representable of
more challenging samples that might occur in a real world application.

In Figure 5.3 one of the two large features has its positive rectangle
over the darker body while the other large feature has its negative rectangle
over the darker area. This can be explained by the fact the the two weak
classifiers, containing these features, have opposite polarity for the feature
values. So one of them triggers case for large positive differences while the
other one does it for low negative differences.
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5.2.2 Preprocessed images, FOI set

Training

The effects of different preprocessings of the images were tested in a se-
quence of classifier trainings where the same base set-up was used, to get
comparable results. In each classifier training the entire FOI data set was
preprocessed with the selected preprocessing technique. The preprocessing
operators Anorm and κ were applied to images that were Gaussian smoothed
using σ = 3, and the same σ-value was used for AbsLoG. Figure 5.4 shows
the effect of the preprocessings on two selected samples.

All the preprocessed sets were shuffled and divided into training and
validation data using the same randomization, so all classifiers were trained
and validated on the same samples. One classifier was also trained on images
without preprocessing to get reference result values. Every classifier training
was done in 64 iterations in which 8 000 features were evaluated. The
features used were randomly generated simple Haar-like consisting of two
adjacent rectangles. Discrete AdaBoost was used as training algorithm.

Figure 5.4: Preprocessings of FOI samples. The upper row shows a pedes-
trian and the lower row the side of a road. Each column has a different
preprocessing of the corresponding leftmost image. Images from left to right:
Original image, AbsLoG, κ, Anorm. In the AbsLoG image a σ-value of three
was used for the Gaussian function. The following images, κ and Anorm,
were calculated on a Gaussian smoothed(σ = 3) image. Image size: 19x37.

Results

Table 5.2 shows how the different classifiers performed on the validation
data. The training on images preprocessed with Gaussian smoothing and
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a σ-value of one resulted in a classifier that managed to perform slightly
better than the classifier trained on unpreprocessed data.

Table 5.2: Performance of classifiers trained on images where different pre-
processings have been applied

Preprocessing Misclass. False positives Error rate
Gaussian (σ = 1) 6 5 0.82%
None 7 5 0.96%
AbsLoG (σ = 3) 10 5 1.37%
Gaussian (σ = 2) 15 10 2.06%
Anorm (σ = 3) 16 13 2.20%
Gaussian (σ = 3) 19 16 2.61%
κ (σ = 3) 44 34 6.04%

Discussion

The best classifier, that was trained on images preprocessed with Gaussian
smoothing and σ = 1, managed to get performance slightly better than the
reference classifier. However, the difference was so small that it could barely
be seen as an improvement, considering the variance in the randomization
in the feature selection process.

The rest of the classifiers performed worse than the reference classifier,
that was trained on unpreprocessed data. One possible explanation of the
bad performance could be that a too large σ-value was used, removing too
much fine-scale information. The possibility that no improvement would be
achieved even with an optimal σ-value can not be refused though without
further testing. Further tests should preferably be done on a more chal-
lenging data set where there is more room for improvement, so that the
tested classifiers have the possibility to differentiate themselves more from
the reference classifier.

5.2.3 Various Haar-like features, Daimler set

Training

A classifier was trained on the Daimler data set using discrete AdaBoost.
The utilized Haar-like features were Horizontal and Vertical, contrasts and
lines, as well as Diagonals, which are illustrated in Figure 2.3. A pool size
of 4 000 was used over 32 training iterations.
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Results

The resulting classifier from the training had an error rate of 5.24% (Table 5.3)
on the validation data. The most used feature type was Vertical line, fol-
lowed by Vertical contrast (Table 5.4). Figure 5.5 shows how the classifier
improved over the 32 iterations, each in which one weak classifier was added.
Figure 5.6 shows some of the validation samples that were misclassified.

Table 5.3: Classifier performance on the Daimler data set

Data Misclassifications False positives Error rate
Validation data 94 52 5.24%
Training data 1479 875 4.34%

Figure 5.5: Change of error rate from one to all components in the classifier,
trained on the Daimler data set.
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Table 5.4: Feature type distribution in classifier

Feature type Count Share
Vertical line 14 43.8%
Vertical contrast 8 25.0%
Horizontal line 4 12.5%
Diagonal 3 9.4%
Horizontal contrast 3 9.4%

Figure 5.6: Examples of some of the Daimler validation samples that were
misclassified, with four false negatives to the left and four false positives on
the right. Image size 19x37.

Discussion

The performance was not as good as the performance given by the previous
classifiers, trained on the FOI data set. This suggests that the Daimler data
set is more challenging.

The feature type Vertical line catches the structure of a pedestrian rather
good so it is not surprising that it was selected to such a large extent (Table
5.7). It was not expected though that the feature type Horizontal contrast
would be selected to such a small extent when there are so much horizontal
contrasts on the pedestrian samples. This can probably be explained by that
the Vertical line features are capturing horizontal contrasts instead and is in
turn better complemented by the vertical contrast features, which also were
the second most selected feature type. However, the feature distribution
shows that all of the feature types available in training were used in the
final classifier. This suggests that every feature type is the best performing
feature at some given point in the training, and that no feature type is
superfluous. It might still be reasonable to exclude some feature types in
the training, to spend more time evaluating more variations of the feature
types left.
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5.2.4 Weight trimming, FOI set

Training

An experiment with weight trimming was done on the FOI data set, where
a classifier was trained repeatedly with different amounts of trimming. All
training was done with discrete AdaBoost using simple Haar-like features
consisting of two adjacent rectangles. The pool size used was 8 000 and the
training was done over 64 iterations. To get comparable results, the same
training and validation sets were used for all classifiers.

Results

Table 5.5 shows the final error rate on the validation data for every classifier
together with the training time used to create the classifier. As a reference,
the table also contains the results of a classifier that was trained without
weight trimming. Figure 5.7 shows the number of training samples used in
every iteration for the different amounts of weight trimming.

Table 5.5: Error rate and training time for different amounts of weight
trimming. For reference 24 hours is equal to 86 400 seconds.

Weight
Trimming

Misclass-
ifications

Error rate Time (s) Relative
speed up

0% 7 0.96% 58 909 1
1% 6 0.82% 38 502 1.5
2% 1 0.14% 32 879 1.76
4% 6 0.82% 23 308 2.48
8% 7 0.96% 12 963 4.47

16% 13 1.79% 6 511 8.89
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Figure 5.7: Number of samples used in the feature evaluation, using six
different amounts of weight trimming, on the FOI data set.

Discussion

The effect of the weight trimming is greater towards later iterations where
many samples can be excluded from the training (Figure 5.7). This is be-
cause the weight mass is skewed towards the most difficult samples while
other samples get very small weights and can be excluded from feature eval-
uation. The zigzag pattern in the graph (Figure 5.7) can be explained by
samples that are repeatedly correctly classified and then excluded from the
feature evaluation, in the construction of a new classifier component. Some
of those samples are then misclassified and get an increased weight in the
weight updating process. With a greater weight they are then included in
the next feature evaluation process, thus increasing the total number of sam-
ples used. The next feature, that is selected after evaluating those samples,
will contribute to correctly classifying the samples and they can then be ex-
cluded again. This once again reduces the total number of samples used and
causes the zigzag pattern. But even though there is a zigzag pattern, the
number of samples used becomes smaller in later iterations and the weight
trimming fulfils its purpose of speeding up the training.

The speed-up gained by the weight trimming is significant (Table 5.5).
Even though the training time of a classifier that will be used for a long
time ahead is not so critical the speed up can be very helpful during the
development when many classifier training sessions are run. The speed up
also makes it possible to test more features in each iteration, improving the
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chances of finding the optimal feature.
When looking at the error rate for the classifiers an unexpected result can

be seen. The weight trimming did not only give a speed-up of the training, it
also reduced the error rate of the classifier. This indicates that the update of
weights in the AdaBoost algorithm does not reduce the weights fast enough
for easy samples and that they get too big influence in the following training.
At least this is true for this particular data set. This effect made it possible
to train an equally good classifier more than four times faster, which was
achieved when a weight trimming of 8% was used. The conclusion is that
weight trimming can be very useful.

5.2.5 Weight trimming, Daimler set

Training

Another classifier was trained using discrete AdaBoost and Haar-like fea-
tures on the Daimler data set. This time using weight trimming of 2%,
which proved to be successful on the training on the FOI data set. To take
advantage of the speed up given by the weight trimming, the pool size used
in this round was increased to 8 000 and the number of iterations to 64. The
set of Haar-like features that was used in the previous run on the Daimler
data set was used this time as well (Figure 2.3).

Results

The final error rate on the validation data for this classifier was 2.95%
(Table 5.6). Figure 5.8 shows how the classifier was improved over the iter-
ations. Figure 5.9 shows examples of some of the 53 misclassified validation
samples (Table 5.6). Table 5.7 shows the distribution between the different
feature types. Figure 5.10 shows the reduction in sample usage over the
training iterations, achieved by the weight trimming.

Table 5.6: Classifier performance on the Daimler data set

Data Misclassifications False positives Error rate
Validation data 53 29 2.95%
Training data 901 519 2.64%
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Figure 5.8: Change of error rate from one to all components in the classifier.

Figure 5.9: Some of the validation samples that were misclassified, with false
negatives to the left and false positives to the right. Image size 48x96.

Table 5.7: Feature type distribution in classifier

Feature type Count Share
Vertical line 24 37.5%
Vertical contrast 14 21.9%
Horizontal line 12 18.8%
Diagonal 10 15.6%
Horizontal contrast 4 6.2%
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Figure 5.10: The share of the training samples that were used in each iter-
ation during feature evaluation.

Discussion

Compared to the last Daimler classifier the performance of this classifier was
an improvement. The error rate curve (Figure 5.8) suggests that an even
better result could be achieved by running more iterations, since the error
rate is still declining at the end of the training.

The weight trimming (Figure 5.10) reduced the total number of feature
evaluations by 31.0%. Without weight trimming about 17 billion image
feature values would have been calculated during the training, this was now
reduced to about 12 billion. The time saved by the weight trimming is
roughly the same as the reduction of feature evaluations. This means that
the training time would go up by approximately 50% if no weight trimming
was used.

The feature distribution was overall very similar to the one in the previ-
ous Daimler run.

5.2.6 Many iterations, Daimler set

Training

To see if a lower error rate could be achieved by running more iterations,
a longer training was done on the Daimler data set. Just as previous runs,
discrete AdaBoost and Haar-like features were used, but this time only three
feature types were used, to allow evaluation of more position and sizes. The
used feature types were Diagonal and Vertical and Horizontal contrasts.
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The pool size used was 4 000 and the training was done over 1 024 iterations
together with a higher weight trimming of 4%.

Results

Table 5.8 shows the final performance of this classifier and the improvement
over the training iterations is shown in Figure 5.11. After 416 iterations
there were no misclassified samples in the training data set, and after a
total of 477 iterations the error rate was stable at 0% for the training data.

Table 5.8: Classifier performance on the Daimler data set

Data Misclassifications False positives Error rate
Validation data 19 13 1.06%
Training data 0 0 0%

Figure 5.11: Change of error rate from one to all components in the classi-
fier.

Figure 5.12 shows the number of samples used in each iteration of the
training, where weight trimming was used. The weight trimming used re-
duced the number of feature evaluations by about 84%. The total training
time used was 189 945 seconds, which is a bit over 52 hours. Figure 5.13
shows some of the misclassified validation samples. Table 5.9 shows the
distribution between the different feature types in the final classifier.
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Figure 5.12: The share of the training samples that were used in each iter-
ation when evaluating new features.

Figure 5.13: Some of the validation samples that were misclassified, with
false negatives to the left and false positives to the right. Image size 48x96.

Table 5.9: Feature type distribution in classifier

Feature type Count Share
Diagonal 557 54.4%
Vertical contrast 283 27.6%
Horizontal contrast 184 18.0%

Discussion

The final performance of this classifier (Table 5.8) was the best so far, as
expected when running so many iterations. When looking at how the per-
formance improved over the iterations (Figure 5.11) it can be seen that the
validation error rate flattened out after about 300 iterations. The small
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improvements that still happened on the validation data after the training
data was perfectly classified might be explained by small improvements in
the border between case and non-case samples, caused by the continued
training.

Since the classifier now reaches an error rate of 0% on the training data,
either a larger data set or a classifier that can generalize better is needed
to get better results. The Daimler data set does not contain any more
positive samples, but more negative samples can be extracted from the high
resolution background images. With more negative samples the results could
possibly be further improved.

The time saved by the weight trimming was significant. Without it, the
training would approximately have taken 325 hours, which is almost two
weeks. Once again the diagonal feature was the most popular one (Table
5.9).

5.2.7 Classifier cascade

Training

Training of a cascade of classifiers was executed, using discrete AdaBoost
on the Daimler data set. The pool size was set to 4000 and the same set
of Haar-like features that was used in the previous run on the Daimler data
set was also used this time (Figure 2.3). Each cascade layer had a target
detection rate of 99.92% of the case samples, and a maximum false positive
rate of 67% of the non-case samples. The full classifier cascade had a target
false positive rate of 0.9%, but the training was set to be aborted when the
last improvement of the false positive rate was achieved 300 iterations ago.

No weight trimming was used in this training but since one third of the
training samples are removed by each layer, a larger set of non-case samples
were used. Eight non-case samples where extracted from each background
image in the Daimler set, instead of previously three, resulting in 53 952
non-case samples. As with previous runs, 5% of the samples were excluded
from the training for validation of the trained classifier. From the remaining
samples 10% were used as In-training validation samples. Those samples are
used for measuring the detection and false positive rates during training,
to adjust the threshold of votes needed from the weak classifiers for case
detection.

Results

Table 5.10 shows the performance of the full classifier cascade and Figure
5.15 the improvement by each added weak classifier during the training.
The final classifier had a detection rate of 98.56% and a false positive rate
of 1.47%, on the validation data. Figure 5.14 shows the number of weak
classifiers that were added to each layer of the classifier cascade. Table 5.11
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shows the distribution between the different feature types in the classifier
cascade.

Table 5.10: Classifier performance on the Daimler data set

Data Misclassifications False positives Error rate
Validation data 51 40 1.47%
Training data 103 0 0.17%
In-training validat. 58 48 0.88%

Table 5.11: Feature type distribution in classifier cascade

Feature type Count Share
Vertical line 407 33.1%
Vertical contrast 235 19.1%
Diagonal 224 18.2%
Horizontal line 211 17.2%
Horizontal contrast 152 12.4%

Figure 5.14: Number of components in each layer of the classifier cascade.
The first three cascade layers consists of 8, 12 and 16 weak classifiers, re-
spectively. The last cascade layer holds 440 weak classifiers. In total, the
classifier consists of 1229 weak classifiers.
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Figure 5.15: Error rate for the three different sample sets when using from
one to all 1229 weak classifiers in the classifier cascade. The vertical lines
marks the start of a new layer in the classifier cascade. The top graphs shows
the classification results when using from one weak classifier up to all the
193 weak classifiers in the first six cascade layers. The bottom graph shows
the results starting from the seventh layer up to the use of all 11 layers and
1229 weak classifiers.
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Discussion

The training was aborted by a condition that ends the training when the
classifier does not improve any more. The false positive rate is measured
on the In-training validation set after each weak classifier has been added.
The condition stops the training if the best false positive rate was achieved
300 iterations ago. The improvements of the false positive rate in the In-
training validation set stopped after a perfect classification was reached on
the training data. This happened after 80 weak classifiers had been added
in the 11th layer of classifier cascade. After that the classifier could not
improve any more on the training data. Figure 5.15 shows how the error rate
stopped improving in the 11th cascade layer, where the last false positives
in the training data was successfully separated. The graph also shows why
it is useful to validate the classifier performance on data that has not been
included in the training process. Because even if the In-training validation
data is not used when selecting features, it is used for threshold selection
which is the reason why the error rate is lower on that data than it is on
the explicit validation data.

More weak classifiers were needed in every consecutive layer in the cas-
cade (Figure 5.14). This is because every layer removes the easiest false
positives, which makes the classification problem more difficult after each
layer.

Since the detection rate constraint is absolute, all samples has to be
classified as case, until case and non-case can be separated good enough to
allow for another threshold value for the voting sum of the weak classifiers.
With a high detection rate requirement, several features have to be added
before case and non-case can be separated good enough. This is why no
improvement in error rate is shown in the beginning of each new layer.

Too little training data used could be the reason why the 11th layer
did not reach its target false positive rate. Since one third of the non-case
samples were removed in each layer, the last layer had only 106 non-case
samples in the training set and 50 in the in-training validation set. This is
most likely a too small amount for the training algorithm to work properly.

Since most of the samples that will be evaluated by a classifier will be
non-case samples, a cascade classifier will be more effective than an equally
long single layer classifier. The classifier trained in this test rejects 33% of
the non-case samples in each layer. This means that more than 90% of the
non-case samples will be rejected before the 7th cascade layer, which in turns
means that at most 293 out of the 1229 features will need to be calculated
for those samples. Over half of the non-case samples will be rejected already
by the first two layers, requiring only 20 feature evaluations. On average
about 90 features will be evaluated for a non-case sample.

The last layer trained in this cascade could as well be removed from the
classifier since it holds 440 of the 1229 weak classifiers and did not achieve
much of an improvement in performance.

The feature distribution (Table 5.7) in the classifier cascade was very
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similar to the distributions found in the single layer classifiers.

5.2.8 Preprocessed images, Daimler Set

Training

A sequence of classifier trainings was performed on different preprocessings
of the Daimler data set. The same preprocessings used on the FOI data set
were used, as well as an additional preprocessing, Umbilicity. A lower σ-
value (σ = 1) was used this time for the Gaussian smoothing, performed in
the AbsLoG operator, and before the application of the other preprocessing
operators. Figure 5.16 shows the effect of the different preprocessings on a
sample form the Daimler data set.

A weight trimming of 4% was used for faster training. The training
was done with AdaBoost using only the two feature types Vertical contrast
and Horizontal contrast. The training was done in 64 iterations and with a
feature pool size of 2000. The previous tests on the Daimler data set suggests
that more iterations are required for good performance, but this test will
focus on the relative differences between the classifiers. As in the previous
preprocessing run, one reference classifier was trained on non-preprocessed
data, using the same set-up.

Figure 5.16: Preprocessings of a pedestrian sample from the Daimler data
set. Each column has a different preprocessing of the corresponding leftmost
image. Images from left to right: Original image, AbsLoG, κ, Umbilicity,
Anorm. In the AbsLoG image a σ-value of one was used for the Gaussian
function. The following images, κ, Umbilicity and Anorm, were calculated
on a Gaussian smoothed(σ = 1) image. Image size: 48x96.

Results

Table 5.12 shows performance on the validation data, for the different classi-
fiers, trained on different preprocessings. Figure 5.17 shows the performance
for the reference classifier over the training iterations.
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Table 5.12: Validation sample performance of classifiers, trained on images
where different preprocessings have been applied

Preprocessing Misclass. False positives Error rate
Gaussian (σ = 1) 58 31 3.23%
Gaussian (σ = 2) 61 26 3.40%
None 63 34 3.51%
Gaussian (σ = 3) 64 29 3.57%
Anorm (σ = 1) 75 38 4.18%
κ (σ = 1) 84 45 4.68%
AbsLoG (σ = 1) 99 49 5.52%
Umbilicity (σ = 1) 236 147 13.1%

Figure 5.17: Error rate for the reference classifier over the training itera-
tions.
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Discussion

Once again, as in the test run with preprocessings that was run on the FOI
data set, Gaussian smoothing had a positive effect on the performance of
the classifier. The other preprocessings resulted in worse performance than
the reference classifier, that was trained on the original images. The new
preprocessing, Umbilicity, resulted in the worst performance. The output
image from the Umbilicity preprocessing (Figure 5.16) was very noisy, which
might be improved by a greater σ-value for the Gaussian smoothing before
the Umbilicity operation. This test focused on the relative difference in
performance between the classifiers trained. The performance number could
be improved using more feature types and a larger feature pool. The error
rate curve (Figure 5.17) still has a downwards trend after the 64 iterations,
which suggests that more improvement could be achieved by more iterations.

5.2.9 Test of proposed features, FOI set

Training

In this test all feature versions proposed was put in the feature pool, along
with the original features. A relatively high pool size of 32 000 was used
so that every feature type would get several randomizations tested. The
purpose of this was to see which features that best separates case and non-
case samples, and subsequently gets selected most frequently. The training
was done on the FOI set using AdaBoost with 64 training iterations.

Results

Table 5.13 shows the final results of the classifier. The classifier reached an
error rate of 0% on the training data after 42 iterations (Figure 5.18) and
after the next iteration the same error rate was reached for the validation
data as well. In the following iterations there were some fluctuations in the
error rate for the validation data. Figure 5.20 shows how many samples that
were used in the feature evaluation in each iteration. The weight trimming
reduced the number of feature evaluations by 76.86%. Figure 5.19 shows how
the error rate was gradually improved during the search of the best feature in
the feature pool. Table 5.14 shows which features that were selected before
a perfect classification on the training data was reached, 42 iterations. After
that the selection becomes more arbitrary and the features does not give a
contribution.
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Table 5.13: The classifier performance on the FOI data set

Data Misclassifications False positives Error rate
Validation data 1 1 0.14%
Training data 0 0 0.00%

Table 5.14: Feature type distribution for the first 42 features in the classifier,
trained on the FOI data set

Feature type Count Share
AbsVerticalLine 9 0.21
AbsDiagonal 4 0.10
AbsHorizontalLine 3 0.07
AbsLShape2 3 0.07
AbsLShape4 3 0.07
AbsUShape1 3 0.07
AbsHorizontalContrast 2 0.05
AbsLShape1 2 0.05
AbsLShape3 2 0.05
AbsVerticalContrast 2 0.05
LShape1 2 0.05
AbsUShape3 1 0.02
Diagonal 1 0.02
HorizontalLine 1 0.02
LShape3 1 0.02
UShape3 1 0.02
VerticalContrast 1 0.02
VerticalLine 1 0.02
HorizontalContrast 0 0.00
LShape2 0 0.00
LShape4 0 0.00
UShape1 0 0.00
UShape2 0 0.00
UShape4 0 0.00
SingleRectangle 0 0.00
AbsUShape2 0 0.00
AbsUShape4 0 0.00
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Figure 5.18: Error rate for the classifier over the training iterations.

Figure 5.19: Pool usage. Average error rate for the weak classifiers, during
their search of the feature pool. Average weighted error after first feature
evaluation is 39.3%. Pool size 32 000.
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Figure 5.20: Share of the samples used in each iteration in the feature eval-
uation, after weight trimming has been applied.

Discussion

The magnitude versions of the features proved to better separate case from
non-case than the original features (Table 5.14). The magnitude version of
the L-Shape feature was also among the features that were selected most.
The different U-Shape features were not selected very often. This might be
explained by the numerous variations that the U-Shape allows. More feature
evaluations are required to find the best feature parameters when there
are many possible variations. In this test there were 27 different features
and a pool size of 32 000 which means that a little over 1 000 random
variations of each feature were tested on average. The third feature proposal,
Single Rectangle, was not the best feature in any of the iterations and was
consequently never selected.

Since a perfect classification was reached on the training data already
after 42 iterations, not so many features were selected. With more features
selected the selection count of the different features would have a better
chance of differentiating themselves from each other.

The pool usage (Figure 5.19) shows that the error rate is starting to
flatten out but is still being reduced at the end of the search for best feature.
This suggests that a larger pool size would improve the performance.
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5.2.10 Test of proposed features, Daimler set

Training

To get a more differentiable result than in the previous test, the number of
iterations were extended to 128. The Daimler data set were used and all
feature versions were included in the feature pool, as in previous test. The
pool size was increased to 64 000 to let more randomizations of each feature
type be tested.

Results

Figure 5.21 shows how the error rate changed over the training iterations
and Table 5.15 shows the final results. Figure 5.23 shows the effect of the
weight trimming. Table 5.16 shows how many of each feature type that
made its way into the weak classifiers, in the feature selection process.

Table 5.15: The classifier performance on the on the Daimler data set

Data Misclassifications False positives Error rate
Validation data 26 19 1.45%
Training data 52 42 0.15%

Figure 5.21: Error rate for the classifier over the training iterations.
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Figure 5.22: Pool usage. Average error rate for the weak classifiers, during
their search of the feature pool. Average weighted error after first feature
evaluation is 43.3%. Pool size 64 000.

Figure 5.23: Share of the samples used in each iteration in the feature evalu-
ation, after weight trimming has been applied. Total sample share reduction:
72.94%.
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Table 5.16: Feature type distribution for the classifier’s 128 weak classifiers,
trained on the Daimler data set

Feature type Count Share
AbsVerticalLine 25 0.20
AbsDiagonal 20 0.16
AbsHorizontalLine 14 0.11
AbsHorizontalContrast 7 0.05
AbsUShape3 7 0.05
AbsUShape4 6 0.05
AbsUShape2 5 0.04
VerticalContrast 5 0.04
AbsLShape4 4 0.03
AbsVerticalContrast 4 0.03
Diagonal 4 0.03
UShape4 4 0.03
AbsUShape1 3 0.02
UShape3 3 0.02
AbsLShape1 2 0.02
AbsLShape2 2 0.02
AbsLShape3 2 0.02
HorizontalLine 2 0.02
LShape3 2 0.02
LShape4 2 0.02
UShape1 2 0.02
HorizontalContrast 1 0.01
UShape2 1 0.01
VerticalLine 1 0.01
LShape1 0 0.00
LShape2 0 0.00
SingleRectangle 0 0.00
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Discussion

With the more challenging classifier task that the Daimler data set provided,
a perfect classification was never reached. This means that all 128 feature
selections are of interest. The feature distribution results for this classifier
(Table 5.16) confirmed that the magnitude versions of the features are most
often the best ones. The test also confirms that the Single Rectangle feature
is never the one that best separates case from non-case. However the U-
Shaped features were more often selected in this test than in the one done
on the FOI data set. This might be explained by the larger feature pool
used in this test which allowed more feature variations to be evaluated,
which should benefit the U-Shape more than the L-Shape because of its
more complex construction. It is also possible that the U-Shape was better
suited for the Daimler data set, even though the pool size is a more likely
explanation.

The trend for the average error over the evaluations of the feature pool
(Figure 5.22) had smaller improvements at the end of the search than Figure
5.19. However there was still a noticeable decline in error at the end of the
feature pool search, so an even larger feature pool would most likely improve
the results further. Figure 5.21 indicates that some more improvement could
be achieved by more training iterations. A perfect classification on the
training data is not too far away though, so the improvement from more
iterations is expected to be limited.

5.2.11 Pixel value redistribution, Daimler set

Training

A pixel value redistribution has been tested in an attempt to improve the
performance of the classifiers trained on preprocessed data. The pixel value
redistribution, described in 3.2, was applied to all samples after the prepro-
cessings were done. One classifier was also trained on data where only the
redistribution was applied, and no other preprocessing. Except the addition
of the value redistribution operation, the same training setup used in the
previous preprocessing test on the Daimler data was used (Section 5.2.8).

Results

Table 5.17 shows the improvement in performance from the pixel value redis-
tribution, for the different classifiers. The classifiers were trained on different
preprocessings, all using pixel value redistribution. Figure 5.24 shows the
performance over the training iterations, for the classifier that was trained
on samples where no other preprocessing than pixel value redistribution had
been applied.
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Table 5.17: Error rate on the validation data for the classifiers, trained
with different preprocessings. The use of pixel value redistribution (PVR) is
compared with the results from the previous test of different preprocessings
on the Daimler data set (Section 5.2.8), where no PVR was used

Preprocessing no PVR with PVR
Gaussian (σ = 2) 3.40% 2.56%
None 3.51% 2.67%
κ (σ = 1) 4.68% 2.73%
Gaussian (σ = 1) 3.23% 2.79%
Gaussian (σ = 3) 3.57% 3.73%
Anorm (σ = 1) 4.18% 3.84%
AbsLoG (σ = 1) 5.52% 4.68%
Umbilicity (σ = 1) 13.1% 12.2%

Figure 5.24: Error rate for the classifier over the training iterations, trained
on samples where only PVR had been applied.
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Discussion

Pixel value redistribution proved to be very effective for almost all pre-
processings, as well as on the original sample data. The trend at the end
of the training (Figure 5.24) looks very promising and suggests that more
improvement could be achieved by running more iterations. Prior to the
test of PVR a normal variance normalization was tested, without any im-
provement. Since PVR is just experimental it is highly probable that better
results could be achieved by alternative redistributions.

5.2.12 Final Classifier cascade

Training

A final classifier cascade was trained on the Daimler data set, using a se-
lection of the best features from previous tests. More non-case samples
were used in this training than in the previous cascade training, that never
reached its target false positive rate. 18 non-case samples were extracted
from each background image from the Daimler data set, resulting in a total
of 121 392 non-case samples. The pool size was set to 4000 and the same
target rates were used, as in the previous classifier cascade. Each cascade
layer had a target detection rate of 99.92% of the case samples, and a max-
imum false positive rate of 67% of the non-case samples. The full classifier
cascade had a target false positive rate of 0.9%. Also as in previous cascade
training, 10% of the training samples were used as In-training validation
samples.

Results

Table 5.18 shows the performance of the full classifier cascade and Figure
5.26 the improvement by each added weak classifier during the training.
The final classifier had a detection rate of 97.21% and a false positive rate
of 0.787%, on the validation data. Figure 5.25 shows the number of weak
classifiers that were added to each layer of the classifier cascade. Based on
figures from the in training validation data, a non-case sample has to be
evaluated on average by 50 weak classifiers, before it is rejected. Table 5.19
shows the distribution between the different feature types in the classifier
cascade.

Table 5.18: Classifier performance on the Daimler data set

Data Misclassifications False positives Error rate
Validation data 69 48 1.01%
Training data 723 593 0.62%
In-training validat. 87 76 0.67%
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Table 5.19: Feature type distribution in classifier

Feature type Count Share
AbsVerticalLine 155 0.26
AbsUShape3 153 0.26
AbsDiagonal 117 0.20
AbsHorizontalLine 78 0.13
AbsHorizontalContrast 62 0.10
AbsLShape4 34 0.06

Figure 5.25: Number of components in each layer of the classifier cascade.
The first three cascade layers consists of 7, 13 and 21 weak classifiers, re-
spectively. The last cascade layer holds 131 weak classifiers. In total the
classifier consists of 599 weak classifiers.

Discussion

With new feature versions and more non-case samples the training reached
its target rates and was finished (Figure 5.26). The trend of the error rate
was still declining in the end, which indicates that the false positive rate
could have been reduced further by an additional layer. This would however
have been done on the expense of a lower detection rate. Compared to
the previous cascade classifier, the detection rate of the validation data was
lower but so was the false positive rate. The classifier does also require fewer
feature evaluations compared to the previously trained one.
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Figure 5.26: Error rate for the three different sample sets when using from
one to all 599 weak classifiers in the classifier cascade. The vertical lines
marks the start of a new layer in the classifier cascade. The top graphs shows
the classification results when using from one weak classifier up to all the
173 weak classifiers in the first six cascade layers. The bottom graph shows
the results starting from the seventh layer up to the use of all 11 layers and
599 weak classifiers.
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Final Discussion and
Future work

6.1 Training time

The training of a classifier can be rather time consuming which could be
seen in some of the experiments. The time consumption can in particularly
be an issue during development, when many training sessions are performed.
Weight trimming proved to be useful to reduce the training time. It was
also able to give a small improvement in the classifier performance, which
was an unexpected result. However, it would be good to confirm the per-
formance improvement achieved by weight trimming on a second data set.
The training framework, implemented in Matlab in this project, could be
parallelized for a possibly great speed up of the training. This requires the
Parallel Computing Toolbox from MathWorks, which was not available for
this project.

6.2 Training data

The data set used in the training of a classifier is naturally very important
for the quality of the classifier. The data sets used in this project had some
limitations, such as label errors and non-centred pedestrians. Also, when
a classifier is trained over many iterations it can eventually reach a perfect
classification on the training data set, as seen in Section 5.2.6. The error
rate of the validation data, that the classifier is not exposed to during the
training, is a bit behind the error rate of the training data. After a perfect
classification of the training data is reached only minor improvements can be
achieved on the validation data by continued training. Those improvements
could possibly be explained by a more well defined border between case and
non-case samples in the multidimensional feature value space. With a larger
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data set a perfect classification of the training data would not be reached so
easily, which would allow the classifier to generalize better.

The results of the tests performed in this project indicates that the Daim-
ler data set were more challenging and more realistic than the FOI data set
that provided an easier classification task. The FOI data set also contained
some mislabelling for the cars, and no car-classifier was trained. Further-
more, depending on application of the classifier it would be interesting to
train for other objects than pedestrians.

6.3 Preprocessings

The preprocessings gave for the most part not much improvement when used
individually. A more powerful classifier can possibly be created by allowing it
to utilize multiple preprocessings along with the original images. That clas-
sifier would then have different features looking at different preprocessings
of the image being classified. In the best case the different preprocessings
complement each other in such a way that the classifier’s performance is
enhanced by the preprocessings. There are also many other types of image
operations that could be used as preprocessings.

The results from the training with preprocessed images could most likely
be improved if the selection of the σ value, used in the Gaussian smoothing,
were optimized.

The Gaussian smoothing was the only preprocessing that single handedly
managed to give a performance that was better than the reference classifier,
trained on the original data. The performance gain was discovered on the
FOI data set, and was confirmed on the Daimler data set. An interesting test
would be to train a classifier on Gaussian smoothed samples and then test
its performance on unprocessed samples. It is not certain that the classifier
would still perform as well, but if it did, it would result in an increased
performance without having to use time consuming preprocessings when
classifying.

If preprocessings are to be used in an application some extra time will
have to be spent on the processing. However, in the scenario of detecting
objects in a larger image, as in surveillance systems, the preprocessings
does only have to be applied to the full frame image. This saves a lot of
calculations as the sub-windows extracted from a frame is overlapping.

6.3.1 Pixel value redistribution

Redistribution of pixel-values, to reduce the effect of the outliers, was done
both for the preprocessed samples and the original samples. The redistri-
bution resulted in improved performance for the trained classifiers. The
redistribution constructed in this project is unlikely to be the optimal one.
The logarithm function can be a good alternative to the fifth root, the redis-
tribution can be further tweaked and optimized. The main discovery is that
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a redistribution of the values can give a great improvement of the classifier
performance.

6.4 Features

The magnitude version of the proposed feature versions proved to outper-
form the other features in the task of separating case and non-case samples.
An additional test could be executed, comparing the performance of two
classifiers where one of them has the magnitude features in the feature pool.
This test would show exactly how much the performance is improved. But it
is clear form the tests that the magnitude features are better, and therefore
are selected to a greater extent.

Another way of viewing the construction of the magnitude features is
that the feature value is divided into three intervals, where one interval is
centred around zero. The samples are then divided into case an non-case by
grouping the intervals into two groups, where the interval around zero makes
one of the groups. Other intervals with other groupings could be constructed
to get an even more accurate separation between case and non-case samples.
This could be done for all existing feature types.

The other proposed feature versions did not outperform the standard fea-
tures, but several of them were selected to a good extent, and consequently
contributed to the improvement of the final classifier.

The features have different complexity, which is something that will affect
the speed of the final classifier. This was not taken into account during the
tests in this project. It could be interesting though to give the more complex
features some “punishment” in the feature selection to compensate for the
fact that several simple features can be calculated during the time of the
calculation of a more complex feature.

The feature set could be extended further with rotated versions of all
Haar-like features used in this project. This is done by creating additional
integral images for each desired rotation angle[11]. The first step would
be to allow for 45 degree rotations of the features, but more angles can be
added.

6.5 Cascades and classification speed

The cascade classifier trained did give a performance comparable to the sin-
gle layer classifier versions. The cascade based training requires that more
non-case samples are used in the training since many samples are discarded
during the training. The construction of the cascade classifier gives a faster
classification in most cases, since samples can be rejected without having to
calculate all features. No measurements of classification times are included
in this project. A classifier to be used in a real time application should have
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optimized compiled and preferably parallized code, to achieve fast classifi-
cation times. The relative times between the different classifiers trained in
this project can be estimated by comparing the expected number of weak
classifiers that will have to be executed. This is because the classification
time is directly proportional to the number of feature calculations.

All techniques studied in this project can be utilized in the classifier
cascade training, and the use of cascades is recommended for all classifiers
where classification speed is of importance.

6.6 Boosting algorithm

Discrete AdaBoost was the boosting algorithm used in this project, but
there exists other ones also. LogitBoost is a boosting technique that has
performed better than Discrete AdaBoost in another classification study[4].
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Conclusions

Weight trimming proved to be useful to reduce the training time, as well as
improving the classifier performance. Cascades of classifiers reduces the av-
erage number of feature evaluations required. The Daimler data set provided
a more challenging classification task, compared to the FOI data set. The
FOI data set is most likely too easy to give a good classifier that can be used
on new data as well. Gaussian smoothing was the only sample preprocess-
ing that standalone gave a performance improvement for the classifier. The
magnitude features proved to be better than the original features on sepa-
rating case from non-case samples. The proposed redistribution of values in
the samples gave a significant performance improvement for the classifiers.
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Appendix A

Daimler data set license

The Daimler data set came with a licence notice that is included in the
following section. The publication[5] that is refereed to in the license notice
can be found in the bibliography.

License Notice

This data set is made freely available to academic and non-academic entities
for non-commercial purposes such as academic research, teaching, scientific
publications, or personal experimentation. Permission is granted to use,
copy, and distribute the data given that you agree:

1. That the dataset comes ”AS IS”, without express or implied warranty.
Although every effort has been made to ensure accuracy, Daimler (or
the University of Amsterdam, as website host) does not accept any
responsibility for errors or omissions.

2. That you include a reference to the above publication in any published
work that makes use of the dataset.

3. That if you have altered the content of the dataset or created derivative
work, prominent notices are made so that any recipients know that they
are not receiving the original data.

4. That you may not use or distribute the dataset or any derivative work
for commercial purposes as, for example, licensing or selling the data,
or using the data with a purpose to procure a commercial gain.

5. That this original license notice is retained with all copies or deriva-
tives of the dataset.

6. That all rights not expressly granted to you are reserved by Daimler.
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